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During a series of surveys carried out on the inland North Yemen plateau in the months of November and December 1981, the Istituto Italiano di Archeologia Orientale Mission led by Prof. Alessandro de Maigret discovered the pre-Islamic settlement of Madinat al-Abğur. This settlement is the subject of the present study.\(^1\)

During the second visit to Madinat al-Abğur in October 1984 we were able to survey the site more thoroughly and, in particular, to carry out a systematic collection of the surface pottery together with archaeological and topographical surveys of the dwellings.\(^2\)

To reach the ancient site of Madinat al-Abğur, in the Al-Jaḑr region, you must leave Ṣana’a taking the road to Ḫaḑr (Fig. 1). Descending to the plain (Qa‘r al-Dhafra) and crossing the Naqūl Yaslah, you then turn left on reaching the village of Qaryat an-Naṣl and set off along the road for the small town of Zirāghah, passing through the villages of Yakhār (before leaving the southern slopes of the Ḥabāl al-Maryah) and Saqatayn (by which time you are on the northern slopes of Ḥabāl an-Nail). From Zirāghah you continue in the same direction (āḥ) as far as Banī Ahmad and Banī Ḥawīdah, and then enter the Wādī Kaykān. This Wādī describes a sinuous course along a narrow gorge between walls of basaltic rock (of the “columnar basalt” type) which afford terrace cultivation only in a few stretches. This is the Banī Ḥuṣayr region, belonging to the Al-Jaḑr district (province of Ḫaḑr). The Wādī takes you to a village set on a peak formed from the same basaltic rock. This is Banī Ṣaddī, which the ruins of Madinat al-Abğur belong to. The site is in fact about 50 metres from the village as the crow flies, but separated by a deep valley which cannot be crossed on foot (Pl. I).

\(^1\) de Maigret, 1981, pp. 8-11
\(^2\) de Maigret, 1984, p. 431. My thanks go to Prof. A. de Maigret, who gave me the opportunity to study the ceramic material from this important pre-Islamic center on the Yemen plateau and offered valuable advice and suggestions during the course of my work.
The city

To reach the ruins of Madīnat al-ʿAḥḍar from Būnī Baddālī you must retrace your steps along the Wāḍī Ḥaykān and climb south from the bottom of the valley to gain access to the ancient city from the west side. The city lies on one of the columnar basalt plains cut by deep gorges that characterize the morphology of the surrounding area.

Geologically speaking, the plain consists of a Palaeocene bed of lava (formed in the early Palaeogene and defined on the geological map as Ṭiyīl) superimposed by the more acid lava beds (fāṣāṭīs miẓītīn) formed in an advanced stage of the Palaeogene (Ṭiyīl). Tectonic effects on the faults (resulting from differentiated uplifting of the plates) played an important role in the processes of erosion determined the appropriate conditions for the formation of the deep erosive gorges surrounding the site. The fāṣāṭīs, marked by a whitish colour, can be seen on the high plain to the south where the villages of Būnī Ṭisā, Al-Ṣāḥibārah and Al-Nayānid stand(1).

Three of the sides of the plateau are bounded by the sheer drop of the short Ṭiḥāmīn converging here on the Wāḍī Ḥaykān: the Wāḍī Maḥbāq to the north, the Wāḍī Būnī Baddālī to the east, the Wāḍī Ṭaḥ to the south-east and the Wāḍī Adānan (Pl. II) to the south. A city was built on the west side which, as we have seen, affords the only access to the city. To the north of the site the Wāḍī Ḥaykān, a tributary of the Wāḍī Naysān (which subsequently becomes the Wāḍī Rabūnān, and then the Wāḍī Ḥanāh), forms a vast loop full of excellent sediments for crop growing before narrowing towards the east. Many crops are also grown in the Wāḍī Būnī Baddālī and the Wāḍī Adānan. Today good hydrological conditions favour the cultivation of the sorghum, qīl and a great many fruit trees (mainly pomegranate).

The ruins of Madīnat al-ʿAḥḍar stretch lengthwise (east-west from the wall to the far eastern end) about 500 m and cover a breadth of about 350 m (Figs. 2-3). The plateau narrows considerably to the north and south about half way from one side to the other and is thus morphologically divided into two distinct sectors to the east and west.

An unmetalled road cuts through the wall and crosses the sectors from west to east to reach the two modern dwellings, built with material quarried from the ruins, situated at the eastern edge of the plateau (Pl. III). In the eastern sector the road does not run straight but curves to the north to avoid some relatively high structures where a large quantity of pottery was found. Here the recent removal of blocks has left some sections exposed. One of the sections (1.20 m thick), which can be seen from the curve in the road, shows a thick floor in sūṣīd (hydraulic mortar). In cross section it appears at -0.40 m from the ground level above, while further south it appears on the surface (Pl. IV). Together with shards of the pre-Islamic period, charcoal and animal bones, a green glazed shard of the Islamic period was noted in the cross section, suggesting that the greater height of the ruins here probably resulted from a later settlement in this sector of the city.

The highest point of the plateau, 5 m above the mean level, is in the western sector. From here the surface slopes gently south to a level of -2.50 m. To the east the slope becomes increasingly steep as it descends from 0.00 m to -10.00 m. Within the wall the ruins occupy almost the whole area of the site, giving the visual impression of a group of small, irregular protruberances resulting from the various natural and artificial levels of the land (Pls. V-VI). The areas of the highest concentration of ruins became the major quarries for the local people to build the neighbouring villages, including Būnī Baddālī.

The natural basaltic surface of the plateau is overlaid by a yellowish layer of arthonic origin consisting of earth and various types of blocks and stones, extracted and disarranged pending further use (Pl. VII). Fields have been created in various parts of the plateau with stones from the ruins piled along the sides. The material used to build the ancient city included columnar basalt (black), green tufas, volcanic breccia (pinkish), rhyolite (whiteish) and sandstone (yellowish). The sandstone came from quarries that can be observed in the Būnī Zayān area. The sequence of these various materials in built-up structures can be observed in some parts of the site. The only structures remaining in situ and undisturbed, described below, stand in the western sector of the plateau and in some parts extend as far as the area adjacent to the inner face of the wall.

In order to give a description of the site and organize the systematic collection of surface pottery, the entire settlement was divided into four sectors separated by the road running from east to west and the north-south narrowing. Thus the south-east sector is taken as the first, the north-east the second, the south-west the third and the north-west the fourth (Fig. 2).

---

(1) The geological position of Madīnat al-ʿAḥḍar can be seen in the Geological Map of the Yemen Arab Republic (fāṣātīs) (1:500,000) (prepared by U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia 1978, by M. Bollig & W.L. Everstreef. Our thanks are due to the geologist Dr. Bruno Marcolongo for the advice and suggestion he gave us during the survey.)
In the case of the first sector, we have seen that where the road diverges from its straight course the ruins reach a considerable height and extend as far as the south-west limits of the sector, while the area around the two modern houses shows no such structures (Pl. VIII). A small cistern with plastered walls was constructed at the narrow point between the first and third sectors on the south side of the plateau. It is in a good state of preservation.

The ruins are mainly concentrated in the south-east part (Pl. X) of the third sector, the ruins thinning out as the land slopes down westwards towards the walls (Pl. XI). Here, between the walls and the deep gorge bounding the site to the south-west, the blackish ground is scattered with small stones and scanty pottery. Rows of large, semi-hewn blocks of green tuffa abutting on the city wall suggest that a large rectangular building once stood here (J) (Pl. XII).

The low earthwork apparently marking the line once followed by the city walls begins at the gorge to the south-west and proceeds north-east with a break at the entrance through which the road now passes (Pl. XIII). Here lies the base of a large square tower (Fig. 2a, Pl. XIV) which is not, however, aligned with the city wall but with another similar, base (b) to the north (Pl. XV).

Room "b", aligned with another building to the north (f), lies outside the wall, which proceeds in its eastward course, apparently breaking off after about 200 m from the beginning. Here the line continues with a course set further in, the base of which is still visible in robust semi-hewn green tuffa blocks (c) (Pl. XVI).

Another structure, "e", stands outside the third sector wall (Pl. XVII). The south-east side of this structure is hidden by the wall it abuts on.

Outside the city wall, in the vicinity of tower "b", there is an elongated rise in the land stretching north-east from the north-west side of the tower, in a more northerly direction than the wall itself. Looking north-east from the gap through which the road passes, the wall can be seen in cross section, with the large unhewn blocks in their original position within it.

Given the solidity and arrangement of the structures, the impression is that room "e" in the third sector, the large towers "a" and "b" and structure "f" to the north of them must predate the wall. This would also apply to the rise in the land to the north aligned with the structures in a north-south direction. In other words, there may have been an earlier wall closing in the city to the west and probably enclosing a larger area of the plateau. The surviving city wall (running SW-NE), together with the rectangular structure "d" and the inner wall "c" aligned with it, thus belong to a later period.

The fourth sector is relatively extensive. There are ruins with disarranged blocks at the topmost part, not far from the gorge cutting into the site to the north; here can be found many slabs of volcanic breccia and a few shards.

Practically the whole of the second sector is contained within the narrow strip of land running between the gorge bounding the site to the north and the sheer drop of the Wadı Maḥqa. Here the rows of blocks of columnar basalt showing a considerable amount of patina still stand in their original positions (Pl. XVIII).

For some time now the site has been used as a quarry and the plentiful archaeological material seems destined to be recycled as building material or end up on the clandestine market. A visit to the old town of Banṭ Baddān, known as Al-Busn, revealed a great deal of hewn rhyolite and sandstone taken from the site. Set into the walls of some houses a number of blocks can be seen bearing South-Arabian characters.

In the 1951 survey we had already noted two inscriptions on material taken from the ruin, together with a small figured votive altar in limestone (fragmentary) and a sculpture of a reclining bull, now in the 'Ain G' National Museum (previously in the keeping of the owner of one of the two houses built at the eastern end of the plateau), this material was published by A. de Waegh."(4)\[4]

During the second visit to the site in 1954 we found among the stones that had been removed: blocks with one face carved and the others rough-hewn and tapered; rough-hewn architraves; fragments of smooth columns in rhyolite (Pl. XIX); a fragment of an architectural relief with inset fillets (Pl. XX); slabs (c. 40x40 cm) hewn in volcanic breccia, probably used in flooring; gutters; grindingstones in trachyte; the base of a chalcedony crucible for the smelting of copper, sandstone hoes, pestles, hinge-brackets in breccia; a necklace bead in cornelian with hexagonal cross-section, etc., together with a considerable quantity of pottery.

Also of note was a fragment of a relief in pinkish limestone (18.5x17.5 cm) with a fragmentary boustrophedon inscription (letter h. 5 cm), decorated with a superimposed series of reclining ibexes facing right (Fig. 4

(4) de Waegh, 1951, p. 10.
and Pl. XXI). There are various occurrences of this type of bas-relief design in the South Arabian repertory, where the ibexes appear alone in reliefs without epigraph, or accompanied by antelopes in inscribed votive plaques. From the paleographic point of view, the form of the $m$ (still closed) and the $n$ (with perfectly vertical strokes) together with the application of the hetsel sign suggest dating the inscription around the middle of the 5th century B.C., this dating is also supported by the ibex motif which occurs most frequently in the mid-2nd period.

The cisterns and the isolated fortress to the north

Just over 200 m north of the central gap in the site wall, three cisterns (3) (Pl. XXII), resembling the cistern observed in the southern section of the plateau between the first and third sector, were created within a narrow, somewhat shallow natural ditch. They were obtained by separating the space within the ditch by means of transverse roughly plastered walls. The wall at the east end is somewhat thicker than the others, while the first cistern at the west end is hidden by pile of debris of uncertain origin.

A few metres to the north of these cisterns a ruin which we took to be a small fortress (h) (Pl. XXIII) stands separated from the rest of the structures, almost on the edge of the plateau. It stands on a rectangular area separated by somewhat shallow but steep ditches (Pl. XXIV). Access is only possible from the south-west corner, where there signs of an early path to the valley floor of the Wadi Shagga. As usual, the structures of the fortress consist of large, hewn basaltic blocks overlain by smaller blocks of lapis serpentine. The inner partitioning of the large room cannot be distinguished, although some rows of blocks are partly visible. The best preserved blocks standing in their original position belong to the outer facade and can be seen quite clearly on the east side.

Two minor plastered cisterns were created on the northern edge of the small plateau and evidently served for the water supply to the fortress. Another, larger cistern is situated beyond the ditch separating the fortress from the plateau to the east. It is accessible by means of a short, regulation communication trench.

To the west of the fortress a small cemetery stands on the plateau, the graves marked by ovals of small blocks of columnar basalt driven into the ground (i). The alignment suggests that burial took place in the pre-Islamic period. In fact, with the NE-SW alignment of the tombs the dead could not possibly have faced north (towards Mecca) as in the Islamic period. Some graves show a single stone set vertically into the ground within the oval of stones (Pl. XV).

South-west of the necropolis there is a large, almost rectangular area lying at a lower level than the plain around it. The difference in levels seems to be due to anthropic rather than natural causes, suggesting that the area was used as a quarry for building material.

The area between the cemetery, fortress and site wall is scattered with fragmentary paving in columnar basalt, suggesting that this could be the site of threshing floors (1) (Pls. XXVI-XXVII). The paved areas at Madinat al-Abgar (as we also saw in the surroundings of the ancient city now called Harasbat al-Abgar near Banir) must have been used as areas for processing crops (e.g. gathering and threshing grain), thus pointing to notable agricultural activity which probably represented the basis of the economy in many centres in both the Al-Had region and the Banir plain.

In conclusion, it is worth noting that many more rows of blocks were observed near the plateau where Madinat al-Abgar stands but, unfortunately, there was not enough time to survey them during the 1954 campaign. In the near future we intend to carry out archaeological sondages in the city and thus take the opportunity to complete survey of the other structures.

The large necropolis to the south-west

On the road from the site to Bahr Baniya Kalyb, just east of another Tell 2 rhyolite effusion, a vast, intact necropolis stretched along a north-south axis (Pl. XXVIII). The many graves are aligned like the graves observed in the necropolis near the fortress, with the one difference that the elliptical plan of the graves is more extensive, suggesting that important persons were buried here (Pl. XXIII). In other cases the circular line is broken by the encroachment of adjacent graves, as if there were not sufficient space available for more burials. Some very small graves were probably for children or babies. The necropolis reaches a length of 200/300 m and a width of about 30 m (Pl. XXX).

THE POTTERY

Introduction

After the initial surface collection carried out at Madinat al-ahjur during exploration performed by A. de Magret, F. Di Mario and M. Jung in 1981, a further collection was carried out in October 1984 in the context of a systematic survey of the site conducted by the IsMEO Archaeological Mission, in which I also took part. The second collection covered the entire surface area of the site sector by sector. Collection was thus organised systematically to allow for the possibility of making further observations on the distribution.

The material collected was confined to shards of distinct diagnostic significance (1,024 in all), mostly rims (but with some decorated walls, handles and bases), but at any rate only shards that could be related to classifiable shapes. Particularly fragmentary shards that would not allowed for reconstruction of the shape were ignored.

The classification we offer here is primarily based on the morphological range found in Madinat al-ahjur pottery. Thus we drew up a series of types (or Classes) each of which covered a characteristic pot shape, distinction being made among the variants constituting sub-types in each class. These variants are due to: the surface finish (possible occurrence of burnishing, application of burnishing to the inner or outer surface, or to both surfaces); type of clay (paste: colour of surface, temper, firing; colour of paste in cross section; texture: consistency of paste); possible occurrence of decoration (if so, type of decoration – incised, impressed, painted, etc.); decorative motive and variations in rim shapes within the same category.

The 10 types identified cover the range of the 4 major categories which Madinat al-ahjur pottery falls into according to nomenclature (bowls, dolia, jars, ollas). These categories were defined on the basis of the considerable number of rims representing the first large collection of shards.

Along with this first collection we made three further collections on the basis of the secondary morphological features (handles and bases) and functional accessories (lids) of the pots.

Finally, we chose to create a further pottery group covering the decorations and including the many fragments of simple walls collected on the site. This category reveals a variety of techniques (incision, application, impression, painting and burnishing as a form of decoration) and decorative motives.

General Features

The primary feature which emerges from typological analysis and characterizes Madinat al-ahjur pottery production is the type of paste. The clay shows two prevalent hues: a pinkish, or possibly darker, beige/light brown and pale or reddish orange.

In general little care was taken over the purification of the pastes; in fact, all the pastes show straw temper (which can be recognized by the impressions left in the paste after firing) and, to a lesser extent, mineral temper (mainly of a white calcareous nature), while there are very few cases of miscellaneous temper. However, rather more care was taken in the case of medium to small pots, ollas (types 6-8) and bowls (types 10-15), i.e. for what we may take to have served as tableware. Firing appears to have been generally carried out at medium or medium-to-low intensity, producing a fairly compact texture. Craftsman was performed both manually and on the wheel. In particular, the large or medium-to-large pots (types 1-5) were made by hand, while the smaller jars, ollas, and bowls were mostly wheel-made. It is, moreover, also possible that a mixed type of crafting was employed for the larger pots, the body being handmade and the rim wheel-made.

Of the 1,024 shards collected, 570 are rims, 60% of which show slip and burnishing(7) while the remaining 40% show different types of surface finish, i.e. with unpolished slip or wash; the surface is occasionally left plain, although it is always smoothed down(8). Since, however, this pottery was collected from the surface and had therefore been long exposed to atmospheric agents, there may have been a higher occurrence of red burnished slip than our data reveal. About 20 shards show burnishing performed directly on the plain surface(9). The prevalently light-coloured slip may be red veering on orange or light brown or, quite often, of the same colour as

(7) The hypothesis that red burnished slip (characteristics of South-Arabian pottery in the pre-Islamic period) derived from 1st millennium B.C. Syro-Palestinian production is favoured by von den Driesch (1969, pp. 75-83 and 356-361). He argues that traditional use of this technique, attested in the South-Arabian area as early as the 10th-9th centuries B.C., survived through to the 3rd century B.C. (Cf., pp. 110-111, Fig. 111).

(8) The pottery collected at Madinat al-ahjur shows no rough surfaces; the ridged surface is often due to 'scrapping' on the grit contained in the clay.

the paste. Stroke burnish was performed on the slip leaving mostly horizontal impressions, although there are several examples of crossing oblique lines. The Madīnat al-Ādhur typology displays a prevalence of bowls belonging to types 11-12 and 14-20 in our classification. There is one group consisting of a series of 26 deep, slightly flared bowls with straight rims. Somewhat less numerous than the bowls but still plentiful are the hole-mouth ollas (types 3, 5-8) and jars (types 2, 4, 9, 13). There were few fragments (a total of 7) of the large dolia which were probably used to store foodstuffs.

The dark colour of the clay (burn marks), minimal attempt at purifying the pastes and the lack of care in surface finish of some sherds suggest that they belonged to pots used for the preparation of food (type lid bowls, type 4d jars (Fig. 6:18), the type 5a olla (Fig. 10:2), type 6b ollas (Fig. 10:17, 19), type 7c ollas (Fig. 11:17, 19), etc.). The type 9 necked jars presumably served to hold liquids.

In some cases the vessels rested on ring-shaped bases (there are only 4 flat bases which, moreover, belonged to very small pots). The "low ring" type is the most common, while only two bases are of the "high ring" type. Due to the lack of whole pots or complete sections these bases cannot as yet be attributed to precise pottery categories.

The only handles found are of the type with finger hollows. Only 4 lids were identified, showing slip and burnish on the inner surface. Only one strainer fragment was found.

As we have seen, a total of 1,024 sherds were collected: 463 came from sector I, 191 from sector II, 355 from sector III, and only 35 from sector IV [10]. The first point that strikes one here is the fact that almost 70% of all the pottery collected was found in the southern sectors of the site (see graph, Fig. 5), and only 22% from the northern sectors (18.6% from sector II and 3.4% from sector IV).

Thus our pottery distribution data reveal that the actual town nucleus and the dwellings in the site area were concentrated in the southern part of the plateau. This is confirmed by the striking concentration of ruins in the south-western area of sector I and the south-eastern area of sector III, possibly due to the fact that then as now access to the plateau could only be obtained from the gorge to the south. Moreover, thus sited the settlement enjoyed a sheltered position, protected from the major communication route of the Wadi ‗Abjan which represented a threat to Madīnat al-Ādhur.

It can be seen in second graph (Fig. 6) that the pots used for the storage of agricultural produce (foodstuffs), e.g. the dolia, large jars and ollas (types 1-3 in our collection), are to be found in all the sectors, occurring in equal proportion in sectors I and III. Sector I shows a distinct prevalence of the finer pottery and tableware (deep bowls, ollas and small jars, i.e. types 6b, 7-10, 11c, 12, 15), which are completely lacking in sector IV, while in sector III they occur in practically equal proportion with the kitchen pots. In fact, 51.4% of the kitchenware, including cooking pots, ollas and jars (types 4-6a, 11a-d, 13-14, 16-19) were found in sector I, 27.1% in sector III, 19.4% in sector II and only 1.8% in sector IV.

Approximately as these figures may be, they nevertheless provide indirect evidence of the fact that rooms were set apart for large containers (store-rooms) in practically all the areas in the city, while the preparation and eventual consumption of foodstuffs took place primarily in the first and third sectors, i.e. in the areas that appear to have had the highest concentration of dwellings.

I. RIMS

TYPE 1: Large dolia (Fig. 7:1-7)

Few rims - a total of 7 - were found for type 1, which consists of large dolia.

The somewhat loose-textured pottery is characterized by light brownish-red clay with a high frequency of straw and mineral temper. Apart from the few cases in which it is left plain, the surface is finished with a wash or red burnished slip. The articles are handmade except for two fragments, where the wheel was probably used only for work on the rim while the body was modelled by hand.

Four types can be distinguished within this group:
- Large dolia with thickened, top-flattened rims (Fig. 7:1-2). They are characterized by regular "finger-nail" decoration marking both the troughs and ridges of a series of grooves below the outer rim. Piece Y.54.11A/IV/1 (Fig. 7:2) shows a characteristic yellowish wash on the outer surface.
1b: dolia with thickened rim showing concave upper surface (Fig. 7: 3-4). Also somewhat large (the inner diameter of the rim for both pieces is 42 cm), with traces of red burned slip displayed on both the outer and inner surfaces of piece Y.84.MA.1/1 (Fig. 7:4).

1d: represented by two fragments of dolia with internally hollow rim (Fig. 7:5-6). These are smaller than the previous specimens, wheelmade and covered with a wash. One of them shows grooves on the outer surface, with "finger-nail" decoration on a fillet below.

1e: the last sub-type in this category of pottery is represented by one single fragment of a dolia with top-flattened rim, and plain, vertical walls (Fig. 7:7).

Type le is the most common and also occurs on other sites in the Al-Ḥuṣn region, not far from Madiyat al-Abqar, where the Italian Archaeological Mission carried out a series of surface collections. We have two fragments of dolia from Bayanin: piece Y.81.BA.2 shows the customary yellowish wash on the outer surface and a red unburnished slip within; piece Y.81.BA.10 shows a large groove which held the lid in place (Fig. 25:1). There are two further pieces from Shibāb Uhmās (Y.83.80/3 and Y.85.80/4, Fig. 25:7), one from Al-Ḥuṣnā (Y.81.HAT/11, Fig. 26:1) and four from Ḥarūbat al-Abqar, in the Ḥuṣn region (Y.85.KAM1/3, 6-7 bis, Fig. 27:13). Moṣār Bin Ḥumayd also yielded a fragment almost comparable with our type le specimens (fragment H15).[12]

A parallel to type 1a found was at Ḥirbat Kiliān (Y.80.HK/1), with the same type of decoration, seen in the grooves on the outer surface of the pot, a thick red burned slip within and a wash on the outer surface. Fragment Y.85.KAM1/18 from Ḥarūbat al-Abqar (Fig. 27:11) showed a certain similarity with type 1a in virtue of the "finger-nail" pattern impressed on the raised parts of the outer series of grooves, while another piece from Al-Ḥuṣnā (Y.81.HAT/14), showed a similar groove decoration, in this case, however, with a wavy line incised below (Fig. 26:3). Two further fragments, from Bayanin (Y.81.BA.3, Fig. 25:2) and Ḥarūbat al-Abqar (Y.85. KAM1/10, Fig. 27:14), show similar dimensions and morphology to type 1a.


1989 The Site of Madiyat al-Abqar

A piece comparable with type 1b was found at Ḥarūbat al-Abqar (Y.85. KAH/1/1, Fig. 27:10).

Parallels with the group 1d dolium were observed in fragments H14/37 and H9/47 from Moṣār Bin Ḥumayd.[14]

TYPE 2: Large jars (Fig. 7:8-12)

The second type in our collection comprises shards belonging to very large jars of considerable thickness.

The paste is generally of a light colour (orange or light brown/pinkish), with a medium to high frequency of mineral and plant temper and medium to low intensity firing, giving the pot a fairly compact texture. Crafting was mainly performed by hand. There are various types of surface finish, slip appearing at times on the outer or inner surface alone and in other cases on both surfaces, with no apparent criterion. There are also cases of plain surfaces and outer surfaces with a pinkish wash.

2a: comprising the jars with thickenened, protruding rims (Fig. 7:8-10). The three rim fragments belong to jars of very similar size, i.e. with the inner diameter of the mouth ranging from 18 cm to 24 cm.

2b: the second group in this category comprises jars with top-flattened protruding rims (Fig. 7:11-12). The finish is characterised mainly by a burned slip on the inner or outer surface. Crafting was performed by hand with the exception of one case where the wheel was used.

Like type 1, this class of pottery also met with parallels in other centres near Madiyat al-Abqar. Al-Ḥuṣnā yielded a large fragment (Y.81. HAT 12, Fig. 26:2) that matched our group 2a fragments perfectly, as did Shibāb Uhmās (Y.83.80/6) and Ḥarūbat al-Abqar (Y.85.KAM1/1, Fig. 27:12). The latter site also yielded a jar fragment (Y.85.KAM1/9) showing morphological similarity in the sub-type 2b fragments. Two fragments relating to type 2a were found during the collection carried out at Ḥarūbat Qaṣ Snwyd (Y.80.KBS/11,30, Fig. 27:1), while another fragment from the same site showed the group 2b features (Y.86.KBS/34).

[14] van Beek, 1990, p. 232, fig. 87, from layer J (where the analogy in fact lies in the shape of the flat rim and straight wall, the difference being the presence of decoration and internal burnish), and type 1000, p. 177, Fig. 34, from layer F.
TYPE 3: Large ollas (Fig. 8:1-5)

The third category comprises large hole-mouth ollas with upper-thickened rims. It includes 5 fragments of light-brown clay with reddish pigments and plentiful straw but scanty mineral temper, firing medium or medium to low and the texture somewhat loose. The surfaces are plain with the exception of Y.84.MA.III/3 (Fig. 9:4), which shows a thin reddish slip on the outer surface, while the inner surface is covered with a pinkish wash. As regards crafting, three were modelled by hand while the wheel was probably only used to create the rims of the remaining two.

Of all the material collected on sites in the Al-Ḥaṣṣ region and in the neighbourhood of Basīr, only three pieces were found that could be related to this third category of pottery: two from Jarasat QF Swaid (Y.86.RQ/S/10, 25), Fig. 27:2-3), and the third from Al-Ḥaṣṣ (Y.81.HAT/8, Fig. 26:4).

TYPE 4: Jars with outward expanded rims (Fig. 8:6-19; Fig. 9:1-6)

The features of manufacture are on the whole fairly consistent: the clay is orange or light brown/pinkish in colour (with the exception of two grey-brown fragments: Fig. 8:9-10) and shows plentiful straw and, somewhat less plentiful, mineral temper. Firing is medium to low and the texture relatively compact. The two manufacture techniques, i.e., on the wheel and by hand, appear to be attested in equal proportions. In this class burnishing appears on both the inner and outer surfaces, but use is restricted to sub-type 4b jars.

4a: This group is characterised by jars with top-flattened, outward expanded rims (Fig. 8:6-10). Another feature common to this group is the surface finish, which is either plain or with a wash.

4b: Jars with inner and outer surfaces covered with thick burnished slip (Fig. 8:11-16). There are two quite distinct types of slip: a reddish-brown slip, which appears on three fragments (Fig. 8:11, 13-15), and a red-purple slip, red on the inner and purple on the outer surfaces (Y.81.MA. 11/4, 17, Y.84.MA.IV/21).

4c: This group differs from the others in virtue of the thickened, protruding rim (Fig. 8:17-19). The pieces in this group consistently show use of the wheel and lack of polishing, although one piece shows comb decoration below the rim, incised with irregular wavy lines (Fig. 8:19).

4d: One fragment alone shows the peculiar feature of ridges on the outer surface below the characteristic thickened rim (Fig. 9:1).

4e: the last group belonging to the fourth type comprises jars with outward expanded rims flattened on the outer surface (Fig. 9:2-5). Piece Y.84.MA.I/10 (Fig. 9:2) stands out from the group in virtue of reddish burnish on the inner surface and an elongated, vertical zigzag pattern on the outer surface, which is also burnished. This decoration appears both on the wall and on the upper part of the rim. Another fragment (Fig. 9:3) shows wavy line decoration below the rim, probably incised with a rotating tool.

Two jar fragments from Al-Ḥaṣṣ (Y.81.HAT/9, 13) share the 4a category features, while two jar fragments from Jarasat al-Āhīr (Y.85.KH/12, 14) relate to type 4b. The one 4d piece (Y.84.MA.III/19) is matched by a piece found during surface collection carried out at Hamrat Khilīb (Y.90. HR/3) and another piece from Jarasat al-Āhīr (Y.85.KH/20). Pieces relating to group 4e were found at Kawāt al-ʿAṣīl (Y.81.KA/4) and Ḥāṣar Bin Ḥumayd (15).

Shards corresponding to the last group, 4e, were found at Ḥāṣar Bin Ḥumayd (15), the first in layer 0 and the second in layer 1.

TYPE 5: Large and medium ollas with external grooves below the rim (Fig. 9:7-13; Fig. 10:1-5)

Type 5 comprises ollas distinguished by the occurrence of one or two grooves below the rim on the outer surface. The paste is mainly light brown, although darker hues also appear, and a relatively large proportion of the straw temper has been removed, while the mineral temper shows average frequencies. One fragment contains micaceous temper (Fig. 10:2). Here, as is also the case with most of the pottery so far described, the shards consistently show a dark grey core, evidence of the customary low or medium to low firing, although the texture is of average compactness. From the technical point of view, hand modelled prevails although there are some examples of a plain surface. One fragment is marked out by comb decoration

(15) Van Beek, 1966, IV, 1273, type 1202, p. 178, Fig. 35, From layer 0.
(16) Van Beek, 1966, IV, 1278 and 1257, type 1220, p. 204, Fig. 66.
incised in wavy lines between the two grooves on the outer surface (Fig. 9:7). A recurrent feature in these ollas is a bulging plain rim, the one exception showing a flattened outer surface on the rim (Y.84.MA.11/9). Almost all the pieces in this series show a diameter of 20 cm within the mouth, although for one olla the inner mouth diameter is 42 cm (Fig. 9:13).

Sub-type 5b comprises medium to large ollas which, unlike the pieces in group 5a, have a burnished surface (Fig. 10:1-5). They have thin walls and top-flattened rims, although one fragment shows a relatively thick wall and a flat surface on the inner side of the rim (Fig. 10:3). Piece Y.84.MA.1/27 (Fig. 10:2) is decorated with a band of grooves below the rim on the outer surface. The diameter within the rims of these ollas is somewhat less than that of the unburnished pieces, ranging from a minimum of 22 cm to a maximum of 30 cm.

The pottery collected at Ḫirbat al-Ḳibr included 4 fragments typologically related to type 5 ollas (Y.85.KAHHI/24-27; Fig. 28:1-2). They also showed grooves on the outer surface, while two fragments showed burnished slip on the inner and outer surfaces (Y.85.KAHHI/24-25). Further matching pieces were found among the pottery from Hamat Ḳileb (Y.80.KAH/3) and Ḫirbat Ḳeʾ Swayd (Y.86.KQ/S/12; Fig. 27:4).

TYPE 6: Small and medium ollas with no burnishing on outer surface (Fig. 10:6-20).

Type 6 includes the highest proportion of olla fragments from Madiyat al-Ḳibr in our collection. It comprises ollas with no external burnish. The dominant clay colour is mid- or pinkish brown, occasionally tending to dark brown or grey, while a few fragments are in orange or reddish clay.

Analysis of the shards reveals an improvement in the firing process and the new customary use of the wheel. Developments in the purification process can also be observed, with a considerable drop in the presence of temper, especially temper of plant origin, which may now be assessed at a low frequency. The surfaces are plain, or covered with slip or wash indifferently. Pieces Y.84.MA.1/65 (Fig. 10:15) and Y.84.MA.1/73 share the peculiarity of a particular finish on the inner surfaces, which respectively show a blackish and a red burnished slip.

6a: comprising ollas with decoration below the rim on the outer surface (Fig. 10:15-20). The common factors in this group are the decorative motive, i.e., a wavy line, and the technique employed to create it, i.e. incision. Three fragments bear a single wavy line incised with a pricker (Fig. 10:17, 19-20); piece Y.84.MA.1/65 (Fig. 10:15) bears two wavy lines incised with the same type of tool. Finally, three ollas share the same type of incised comb decoration (Fig. 10:16, 18 and Y.84.MA.11/23).

6b: comprising small and medium undecorated ollas (Fig. 10:6-14). This group shows considerable variety in rim shapes: one olla has a plain rim with flat outer surface (Fig. 10:8); the rim of piece Y.84.MA.1/85 has a thickened outer part and flat top; olla Y.84.MA.11/26 (Fig. 10:9) has a smaller mouth diameter (14 cm) than the others, with a plain rim showing a flat inner surface; fragments Y.84.MA.11/26 and Y.84.MA.1/26 (Fig. 10:12-14) are characterized by bulging rims. Finally, there are the ollas with plain rims (Fig. 10:7, 10, 11, 13); they have thin walls and mouth openings ranging from 14 cm to 22 cm (Y.84.MA.11/27).

Of all the settlements in the Al-Qabba region where we carried out surface collection, only Shihāb Ghīrān yielded an olla fragment conforming perfectly to the sub-type 6b features (Y.86.62/9; Fig. 25:8). Three shards from Ḫirbat al-Ḳibr (Y.85.KAHHI/28-30) and one from Ḫirbat Ḳeʾ Swayd (Y.85.KQ/S/5) also belong to this category. No pieces were found to match type 6a decorated ollas devoid of burnish.

TYPE 7: Medium and small ollas with burnishing on both surfaces (Fig. 11:1-21).

This class comprises ollas with burnishing applied to the inner and outer surfaces. With the exception of 7a, comprising undecorated fragments, the series is subdivided into 4 sub-types according to decorative motives and crafting techniques.

Here too the clay is generally light in colour, i.e. light brown, with occasional orange or red variants. Assessment of firing and texture revealed a fair quality of processing, and the consistency of texture in this pottery production may thus be classified as average. Moreover, a greater degree of purification was observed in the pastes, with lower frequency or, in some cases, total absence of straw temper. As regards crafting, the pieces examined seem to show ample use of the wheel, although some of our ollas are hand-made and one was made with mixed techniques, i.e. handmade body and wheel crafted rim (Fig. 11:12).

The feature essentially differentiating this from the previous class is the burnish. It is applied to a slip, usually on both the inner and outer surfaces. In some cases, however, this finish was not applied to the inner surface, which thus remained plain. The dominant slip colour is red.

7a: as mentioned with reference to the general features of type 7, the first group comprises burnished, undecorated ollas (Fig. 11:1, 3, 5-6, 8,
10. The series is typologically uniform with slight morphological rim variations. The rim is in fact usually plain or slightly protruding, but there are also some cases of thickened rims and rims with flat upper or inner surfaces. In the case of one fragment the rim is marked by a fine groove on the outer surface (Fig. 11:5).

7b: sub-type 7b consists of a series of small ollas characterized by combed decoration in very fine lines (Fig. 11:2, 4, 7, 9, 11-16), recurring just below the rim. One fragment is differentiated by a further decorative motive of crossing lines incised below the wavy line motive (Fig. 11:13). Piece Y.54.MA.III/25 (Fig. 11:11) stands out from all the other objects in this category in virtue of its incised decoration of straight horizontal lines. One further variant in this sub-type is the peculiar rim shape revealed by fragment Y.54.MA.I/99 (Fig. 11:12): the inner surface is broadened and flattened, while the upper surface is slightly depressed. 7c: this group comprises ollas incised with interrupted comb decoration, i.e. with a horizontal row of clusters of short strokes (Fig. 11: 17-19). The only distinctive element in the series is the rim with flat top and a slight depression at the centre observed on fragment Y.54.MA.I/68 (Fig. 11:10).

7d: this group is represented by two painted ollas (Fig. 11:20-21). The decoration consists of a row of red-purple drop-like shapes below a thin band painted in the same colour along the upper edge of the rim. The larger of the two ollas (Fig. 11:21) also shows a combed motive in a wavy strip below the lower edge of the painted decoration.

For this entire category the only comparable pieces found elsewhere relate to sub-type 7a. Bārībat al-’Aghr yielded many (about 30) olla fragments (Y.54.KHII/31-35) with both inner and outer surfaces burnished, but without decoration (Fig. 2B:3-4), three pieces belonging to the same sub-type were found at Shihbūtūrī, Kānīyat al-’Aldh (Y.50.S/11, Y.51.K.1 5) and Baynātn (Y.81.Ba/5; Fig. 25:5).

TYPE 8: Small ollas with protruding rims (Fig. 12:1-7)

This category comprises small ollas with naturally protruding rims. The inner diameter of the rim ranges between 12 cm, 12.8 cm and 15.2 cm, with the one exception of the 20 cm diameter of fragment Y.54.MA.III/225. The paste tends to a dark, greyish colour, although light brown and orange can also be found. Apart from fragment Y.54.MA.II/50 (Fig. 12:6), the surface of which shows no signs of finish, red slip and burnish are applied to both the inner and outer surfaces of the pots. Here too, as in the case of piece Y.54.MA.II/56 (Fig. 12:7), the category includes a variant where the red slip is replaced with a polished black slip, which is applied to the outer surface alone.

As regards the processing of the clay, i.e. the degree of purification, firing and manufacture technique, we find the same essential features as in the previous category.

8a: the first sub-type in class 8 consists of ollas with rims flattened on the outside (Fig. 12:1-2, 4-5, 7).

8b: the second group comprises only two fragments of small ollas with plate, slightly thickened rim (Fig. 12:3, 6).

The group 8a ollas, with their distinctive rim shape, are very common. Two examples were found at Hammāt Khilbū (17), two at Al-’Aqījūb (Y.51.BA/5-6; Fig. 25:5-6) and a further example at Bārībat (18). The pottery collected at Bārībat al-’Aghr includes 16 fragments fit perfectly within this category (Fig. 25:5, 8), although they also include one variant, i.e. zig-zag and wavy lines incised on two fragments (Y.54.KHII/66, 70). Further pieces corresponding to this category were found among the Haqūf Bin Humaid pottery. Here we wish to record only the most significant items, i.e. with the most pronounced morphological rim features: pieces 8991, 8621 and H493 were found in layers F, E and D (19).

The sub-type 8b ollas do not, in general, appear to be so common; only one fragment from Zāsīgha (20) and one from Shihbūtūrī (Y.50.S/4; Fig. 25:9) come close to this category (Y.54.MA.II/60; Fig. 12:3).

TYPE 9: Small and medium necked jars (Fig. 12:8-26)

The ninth class in our typology comprises small and medium necked jars: the variants show different types of surface finish, and a sub-type has been created for each case.

The clay is characterized by bright, vivid colours, mainly reddish and orange. There are also, however, some examples of duller hues including mid-brown. This colour recurs in all the pottery described up to this

(17) Razandi, 1980, Fig. 3, no. 7; Fig. 4, no. 13.
(18) Ibid., fig. 5, no. 10.
(19) ibid., type 1129, p. 210, fig. 57.
(20) Razandi, 1985, fig. 4, no. 11.
point. As the colour of the shard cores demonstrates, firing is often medium or medium to low. The texture is of average compactness, with the exception of the very compact paste of piece Y.84.MA.11/5.

9a: comprises jars with externally thickened rim (Fig. 12:8-10). There may be a pinkish wash covering both inner and outer surfaces (Fig. 12:10), or only the outer surface (Fig. 12:9), or alternatively both surfaces may be left plain (Fig. 12:8). All the pieces were wheelmade.

9b: comprises three jars sharing the same rim features, i.e. plain flared rim without burnish (Fig. 12:11-13). However, the wash appearing in the previously described group is here replaced with a slip, which is applied to the outer surface alone in the case of two of the three fragments. The diameter of the mouth ranges between 8 cm, 12 cm and the 16 cm of fragment Y.84.MA.1/99 (Fig. 12:11). 9c: the burnished jars with plain, flared rim in this sub-type (Fig. 12:14-26) are decidedly more common. The burnish on a, usually, red slip is applied to both inner and outer surfaces. Two fragments (Fig. 12:20, 21) are polished on the outer surface only.

As usual, this series too was matched by pieces found at Šarbat al-ʿAmār (Y.54.Kâhî/56, 70, 66, Fig. 25:6-7, 9). Two unburnished sherd found on the site also come under sub-type 9b, while 4 more belong to sub-type 9c. Further matching pieces were found at Šarbat Qas Swayd (Y.86.Kâhî/29; Fig. 27:5) and Baynūn (Y.51.BA/4; Fig. 25:6). The ʿAmār-Bin ʿAmâr pottery collection includes a number of pieces with plain flared rim, but only a few of these come very close to this category, e.g. no. H564, which resembles fragment Y.84.MA.11/76 (Fig. 12:12) [21], and no. H770, resembling piece Y.84.MA.11/3 (Fig. 12:23) from Madinat al-ʿAmâr [22].

TYPE 10: Deep bowls (Fig. 13:1-24)

We now come to consider the series of small jars, or rather narrow, deep bowls, small and burnished, with straight slightly flared rim. The criteria distinguishing the two sub-types here is the presence or absence of decoration.

The production is characterized by a fairly uniformly light brown clay, with some variation in the degree of lightness. The exceptions are four fragments in orange paste anda black fragment.

As regards the processing of the clay, we noted a greater degree of purification than observed in the previous two categories (8 and 9) together with a more compact texture. Stroke burnishing is applied to a slip ranging from red to beige, light brown and black.

10a: this group of deep bowls (Fig. 13:1-5) consists of just a few fragments, among which piece Y.84.MA.1/97 (Fig. 13:4) stands out on account of its handle and carinated form.

10b: this sub-type comprises a considerable number of decorated deep bowls (Fig. 13:6-24). Here the comb motive incised with a wavy line is the most common decoration. Two fragments (Fig. 13:7, 14) couple the wavy line motive with a burnish motive of irregularly crossing lines. The "fragmented comb" is another recurrent motive familiar to us from the Madinat al-ʿAmâr pottery repertory. One fragment shows this coupled with the wavy line motive (Fig. 13:17), while in three other cases it is combined with the burnish decoration (Fig. 13:15, 18-19). Piece Y.84.MA.11/97 (Fig. 13:13) is the exception here, since it shows incised decoration bounded with horizontal burnish above and oblique burnished lines below. Four bowls bear "finger nail" decoration (Fig. 13:20-21, 22-24), while a fifth shows a decorative motive applied and incised (Fig. 13:22).

As usual, the greatest number of matching pieces were found at Šarbat al-ʿAmâr, where systematic surface collection was carried out. Here we find both typological analogies and the same surface finish (burnish on slip) seen in type 10. However, the bowls from Šarbat al-ʿAmâr are devoid of decoration. Further matching pieces were found at Baynūn (three type 10a fragments) (Y.51.BA/6; Fig. 25:4) and Al-ʿAmâr (Y.51.BA/4; Fig. 26:8) and Šarbat Qas Swayd, which also yielded a shard with incised "fragmented comb" decoration comparable with type 10b pottery (Y.86.Kâhî/8).

TYPE 11: Bowls with plain rim (Fig. 14:1-19; Fig. 15:1-5)

Type 11 comprises the second group of bowls, which is sub-divided into four sub-types.

The paste displays two fairly distinct colours: light brown (dark or pinkish) and orange, with the exception of fragment Y.84.MA.11/92 (Fig. 14:3), which is in grey clay. The processing of the pastes is marked by more care in the purification, resulting in a very low frequency of grit and medium to low frequency of straw temper, although micaceous temper is present. The texture is generally fairly compact.

11a: comprises bowls with plain, mostly top-flatened, thickened rim (Fig. 14:1-10). The surfaces are not always burnedish. The bowls are large

(21) van Beek, type 1100, p. 165, fig. 52, from layer D.
(22) ibid., type 1000, p. 170, fig. 35, from layer E2.
or medium size, with a range of mouth diameters covering various gradations from the 10.4 cm of Fragment T.84.MA.7/233 (Fig. 14:10) to the 26.8 cm displayed by piece T.84.MA.1/176 (Fig. 14:1).

11b: comprising a total of five bowls with thin, plain, slightly flared rim (Fig. 14:11-13). Four of the fragments show burnish on both the inner and outer surfaces. As in the case of 11a, the group is not characterized by standard proportions. The inner rim diameter ranges from a maximum of 20 cm (Fig. 14:11) to a minimum of 18 cm (Fig. 14:15).

11c: for the sake of convenience a separate sub-type was reserved for the bowls with the same morphological features as the previously described sub-types (11a and 11b), but distinguished by the presence of a decoration (Fig. 14:16-19; Fig. 15:1, 5, 9). There is in fact one type of decoration, i.e. the comb motive incised with wavy lines, although variation can be seen in the graphic presentation. Two bowls couple incised and burnished decoration, while piece Y.84.MA.11/90 (Fig. 14:8) shows very slight undulation and burnish applied with oblique strokes. Bowl Y.84.MA.11/48 (Fig. 15:3) shows close multiple waves together with horizontal burnish along the rim and cross-cross burnish below the incised pattern. In this group fragment Y.84.MA.11/34 (Fig. 15:1) stands out on account of hole piercing the wall from side to side. The largest bowl in this series has a mouth diameter of 32.8 cm, the smallest 12 cm.

11d: the last group consists of two types of very basic craftsmanship, displaying a low degree of firing and somewhat loose texture, with coarse tempering on the plain surface (Fig. 15:2, 4).

Pieces matching the Madinat al-‘Arûr type 11a bowls were found at Hammam Kilâb (Y.80.HK/6), Zirâ’âh (22), Rabâh (23), Al-Du‘mân (Y.81.HA/7, Fig. 26:7) and, finally, Harbat al-‘Arûr (Y.85.KM/11419), (Fig. 25:10-11). Type 11b bowls were found at Hammam Kilâb (Y.80.HK/7), Kawasaki al-‘Adî (Y.81.KA/3), Al-Du‘mân (Y.81.HA/1, Fig. 26:9) and Harbat al-‘Arûr (Y.85. KM/11419), (Fig. 25:8-10). Pieces corresponding to group 11c were found at Rabâh (23), while Kawasaki al-‘Adî yielded one piece matching 11d (Y.81. KA/2). Excavation at ‘Aqab Bin Musa’ayd yielded a great number of bowls, many of which morphologically close to Madinat al-‘Arûr type 11. However, we also found pieces with rim shape and decoration matching them specifically with groups 11b and 11c. In fact, the type 11b bowls (Fig. 14:12-13, 15) match pieces H.09 and H.02 from ‘Aqab Bin Musa’ayd (24), as also piece H.07 (25).

In the case of type 11a, we found some morphologically convincing matches in the ‘Aqab Bin Musa’ayd pottery (26), but only a few of them were precise parallels: Fragment H116 from ‘Aqab Bin Musa’ayd (27) can be compared with the Madinat al-‘Arûr fragment labelled Y.84.MA.11/90 (Fig. 14:9), as can H111 (28) with Y.84.MA.1/90.

**TYPE 12: Bowls with turned-in rims (Fig. 15:6-18; Fig. 16:1-7)**

Type 12 comprises the second series of bowls, characterized by a turned-in rim: subdivision is in 6 sub-types according to the presence or absence of decoration (incised or pained) and burnish, which may be applied to the natural surface or to a red slip.

There are essentially two types of clay with different colours: the first, and most common, has a more vivid colour tending to orange (pinkish or with reddish hue), while the second is of a duller pinkish light brown. Examination of the paste processing reveals the same features observed in type 11: very low frequency of grit, medium to low frequency of plant temper, the occasional appearance of micaceous temper, medium or medium to low firing and fairly compact texture. With the exception of two handmade bowls, the products are wheelmade.

12a: the first group comprises bowls with burnishing applied to the natural surface and decoration incised on the rim section showing maximum curvature (Fig. 15:6-10). Four of the five bowls bear wavy line motives performed in various ways. In the case of fragment Y.84.MA.1/20 (Fig. 15:7) the outer wall is decorated with burnished lines crossing zigzag-wise below the incised decoration, while piece Y.84.MA.1/93 (Fig. 15:9) shows burnish applied with irregularly crossing strokes on the inner surface. One bowl alone (Fig. 15:10) shows the incised "interrupted comb" motive, which is by now quite familiar to us in Madinat al-‘Arûr pottery.

(22) Mozart, 1961, fig. 6, no. 13.
(23) Ibid., fig. 5, nos. 5-4, 5-7.
(24) Ibid., fig. 5, no. 2.
(25) Ibid., type 1000, p. 185, fig. 47, from layer E.
(26) Mozart, 1961, "Bowls", p. 230-231, figs. 27-78, from layers C-1, C-2, although we make no strict distinction between bowls with burnish on the inner or outer surface.
(27) Ibid., type 1210, p. 218, fig. 75, from layer G.
(28) Ibid., type 1300, p. 231, fig. 88, from layer G.
12b: this group differs from the first in that it comprises bowls with incised decoration, similar to the previous type, but with a red burnished slip (Fig. 15:16-17; Fig. 16:1-5). In the case of three fragments (Fig. 15:16-17; Fig. 16:3) the burnish is applied to the natural surface on the outer side.

Unlike type 12a, the "interrupted comb" motive dominates here, and is incised in various ways (with two, three, or four strokes) on each bowl. Bowl Y.84.MA.1/254 (Fig. 15:15), the smallest in the series (diameter 12 cm), has this motive incised above the familiar burnished lobe zone decoration. Three bowls bear the comb motive incised with parallel wavy lines, the interval between them varying from bowl to bowl, one fragment (Fig. 15:11) bears a single wavy line incised with a pricker and framed between two horizontal lines. The large (inner rim diameter 35.8 cm) bowl Y.84.MA.1/187 (Fig. 15:13) shows criss-cross burnish on the outer surface. The last piece (Fig. 16:1) stands out from the rest of the series on account of its "finger-nail" decoration. The decorative motive is incised mainly on the wall or just before the rim on the bowls described up to this point.

12c: sub-type 12e includes two very small bowls with burnished plain surfaces (Fig. 16:6-7).

12d: consists of undecorated bowls with turned-in rims and red burnished slip (Fig. 16:13-17). These medium to large bowls are covered on both surfaces with a red slip (at times quite thick) and burnished. A shallow groove below the rim distinguishes Y.84.MA.1/192 (Fig. 16:4) from the rest of the series.

12e: some small bowls with burnish on either a red slip or the natural surface are characterized by a groove incised on the outer wall surface (Fig. 16:8-10).

The only examples of parallels for type 12e appear in pottery yielded by the Hašar Bin Qumayd excavation, and more precisely in van Beek's type 1221 collection. The closest parallels are to be found in fragments H660 and H691 from layers F and E.

TYPE 13: Jars with flared rim thickened on the outer side (Fig. 16:18-22; Fig. 17:1-3)

The clay is basically light brown but occasionally acquires a more vivid hue from the red colouring matter applied, tending to a reddish beige. The paste shows a predominance of mineral temper, which however occurs at medium to low frequency, while straw temper is almost entirely absent. Only one fragment (Fig. 16:19) displays micaceous temper. As regards processing, firing appears to have been thorough and most of the fragments reveal a decidedly compact clay texture. All crafting was performed on the wheel. The surfaces invariably show burnish, either on a beige slip or, more often, on the plain surface itself. Two of these jars are decorated: piece Y.84.MA.111/117 (Fig. 16:22) displays a groove with "finger-nail" motives above and vertical burnish decoration below; fragment Y.84.MA.1/125 is pierced below the rim by a hole by means of which the jar could be hung (Fig. 16:21).

The average mouth diameter of these jars is about 30 cm, with the exception of two small jars with diameter of 11.2 cm and 17.2 cm.

No matching pottery fragments could be found in our San'a' ceramic collection.

TYPE 14: Bowls with angular outer rims (Fig. 17:4-15; Fig. 18:1-2)

The fourteenth class in our typology comprises bowls with angular outer edge of rim. The clay in this series is mainly light brown tending to pinkish, fairly well purified, fired at medium or medium to low temperatures and has a texture of average compactness. For the crafting itself, the wheel appears to have been used in only a few cases.

14a: this group consists of bowls with unburnished outer surface (Fig. 17:4-9), with the exception of two fragments showing burnish on the rim alone (Fig. 17:4-5).

14b: this sub-type comprises seven bowls with burnish on both inner and outer surfaces, not applied to slip but either to the plain surface (Fig. 17:9-14) or to a waqf (Fig. 17:15).

14c: group consisting of two fragments belonging to large bowls (diameter 19.4 cm) covered with reddish brown burnished slip decorated with a...
The parallels observed among pottery collected in the Al-Madīn region relate mostly to the type 16b bowls. The survey carried out at Al-Ḥumayyish in 1961 yielded two fragments of large bowls with plain, top-flattened rims (Y.81.MA.1/27), while two similar specimens were found at Shibān Gūrās (Y.80.SO.7 and Y.83.SO/2) and one at Hamat Kullāb (Y.80.HK/10). Two pieces from Shibān Gūrās (Y.80.SO.5-6, Fig. 25:10-11) come typologically close to the sub-type 16b bowls. The Ḥajar Bin Ḥumayyid pottery classified by van Beek includes some type 1220 bowls that match up quite well with our 16a category, e.g. bowls H456 (from layer C), H968 and H857 (both from layer F) [32]. There are, however, a fair number of parallels with type 16b bowls H111 and H466 from layer C [34], and in particular with the Madīnāt al-ʿĀghār fragments Y.84.MA.11/112 and Y.84.MA.11/112 (Fig. 18:12-13).

TYPE 17: Bowls with rim thickened on outer side (Fig. 19:1-6)

The pottery collected at Madīnāt al-ʿĀghār included a small number of fragments belonging to this category (Fig. 19:1-6). In some cases this thickening is quite pronounced (Fig. 19:5-6), in other cases hardly discernible (Fig. 19:1-2). On the fragment labelled Y.84.MA.11/64 (Fig. 10:9) a section of the rim is thickened to the extent of forming a handle-like projection.

The uniformly beige-orange paste appears to be of a rather poor quality on account of the low level of purification and, above all, the little care revealed in firing and texture. In fact, five fragments show a somewhat loose texture. Three of the bowls are handmade. Examination of the surface does not reveal a uniform type of finish; there are examples of burnish (on red slip), wash and surfaces left plain. The diameter of the bowls ranges from c. 23 cm to 30 cm.

The characteristic feature of these bowls, i.e. the rim thickened on the outer side, was also observed on similar bowls from Kawlār al-ʿArḍi (Y.81.KA/1), Hamat Kullāb (Y.80.HK/3) and Ḥaribat al-ʿĀghār (Y.85.KAHII/115-119bIa, Fig. 28:16). Two pieces from Ṣuḥaylī [35] show comparable features. There is, moreover, a bowl from Ḥajar Bin Ḥumayyid which shows morphological similarity to type 17 [36].

[34] Ibid., type 1220, "Bowls 9-10", pp. 220-221, Figs. 77-78.
[35] van Beek, 1965, fig. 5, no. 13; fig. 6, no. 3.
[36] van Beek, 1969, 10763, type 1220, p. 219, Fig. 76, from layer F.
TYPE 18: Bowls with rim thickened on the inner side (Fig. 19:7-8)

Type 18 is represented by only two fragments (Fig. 19:7-8).

The paste (light brown-pinkish) shows relatively scanty grit and straw temper; firing was found to be of medium intensity and the texture of medium consistency. Fragment Y.84.MA.III/108 shows traces of red burnished slip and was thrown on the wheel, while piece Y.84.MA.III/114 is handmade with plain surface. The smaller of the bowls has an inner diameter of 12 cm, the larger piece 28 cm.

TYPE 19: Bowls with outward projecting rim (Fig. 19:9-14)

Type 19 concludes our classification of the ceramic repertory covering four major categories (dolli, jars, ollas, bowls), and is followed by further categories comprising secondary morphological attributes (bases and handles) and functional accessories (lids).

Type 19 consists of bowls with outward projecting rim. The dominant beige-orange colour of the clay assumes more delicate hues in some fragments, tending to pinkish, while in others it takes on darker hues, i.e. mid-brown and greyish.

Type 19 pottery reveals poor quality crafting, above all in the degree of firing, apparently medium to low, and the scanty purification of the pastes. There is, moreover, a high proportion of straw and, to a lesser extent, grit.

The class is divided into the following sub-types:

19a: bowls with red burnished slip on the inner surface (Fig. 19:9-11). In some cases the rim not only projects outwards but also turns down (Fig. 19:12, and four other bowls: Y.84.MA.I/21, 24; Y.84.MA.II/11-12).

19b: here the variant is the shape of the rim which, although projecting outwards, has a flat top (Fig. 19:13-14).

Two fragments from Barakat al-'Abgh (Y.85.KHII/121-122, Fig. 25:17) and one from Barakat Q. Swayd (Y.86.KQII/3), Fig. 27:16 match well with type 19a. Only one specimen comparable with these bowls with outward projecting rim was found at Hammam Kilsieh [37].

[37] Massei, 1985, fig. 4, no. 12.v.
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II. HANDLES (Fig. 20:1-6)

Class II of our typological survey of pottery from Madinat al-'Abgh comprises handles, which have been divided into two sub-groups.

The light-coloured (beige-light brown) clay is of rather poor quality; purification was not very successfully performed, while firing and surface finish were also given little attention:

a: this type of horizontal handle with "finger hollows" on the lower projecting part is represented by three fragments (Fig. 20:1-3). The "finger hollows" serve for a better grip on the handle, especially when the pot is being raised; the upper part is slightly hollowed for the same purpose.

b: the second group of horizontal handles, consisting of three pieces, also shows corresponding finger hollows in the upper part; the two finger hollows are sunk deep in either side of the handle but do not meet (Fig. 20:4-6).

The handles found at Madinat al-'Abgh show particular features. Handles with finger hollows have been found at Barakat Q. Swayd (6 fragments) (Y.86.KQII/40; Fig. 27:9), Barakat al-'Abgh (13 fragments, 9 of which show finger hollows on the lower surface - Y.85.KHII/106, 162, 138; Fig. 28: 18-19) - and 4 with finger hollows on either side: Fig. 28:20) and Shulm Q. Ghilai (Y.80.5G/4, Fig. 25:12).

It should, however, be borne in mind that the handles with finger holes can be confused with tripod-style bases [38].

III. LIDS (Fig. 20:7-10)

The pottery collected at Madinat al-'Abgh includes only four definitely identified lid fragments showing morphological differences among themselves. The paste shows a poor level of purification; firing was carried out at a medium to low intensity and the texture is of average compactness.

The pieces are handmade.

Fragment Y.84.MA.I/240 (Fig. 20:7) shows two concentric ridges on the outer surface, the higher one on the rim and the other about half way down the length of the surviving fragment. The surface of the area between the two ridges bears an incised decoration of irregular cross-cross lines. The beige clay surface of the inner part is burnished, while the pinkish-orange outer surface shows no finish.

[38] Cf. de Maigret, 1982, figfts. 5 (from Shulm Q. Ghilai), 6 (from Baynun).
The small lid fragment labelled Y.84.MA.I/245 (Fig. 20:8) differs from the previous fragment in virtue of its simple shape: the rim is plain and slightly angular where it rested on the pot. The outer surface is covered with red-black burnished slip, the inner surface with a brown slip which is also burnished.

A minute rim fragment remains of lid Y.84.MA.IV/24 (Fig. 20:9), the diameter of which cannot be determined. It has a bulging outer surface and is entirely covered with red-black slip.

The last piece in our lid typology is fragment Y.84.MA.14 (Fig. 20:10) which, unlike the three concave pieces described above, rests on a flat base. Both surfaces are covered with a light brown wash.

IV. BASES

1. Bottom-flattened bases (Fig. 20:11-14)

This class consists of a small collection of bottom-flattened ring bases. The pastes reveal a high frequency of plant temper but hardly any grit. Medium or medium to low intensity firing results in a medium to compact texture. As regards crafting, all the pieces appear to be handmade, apart from fragment Y.84.MA.I/377.

a: in this group the inner part of the base is covered with a red burnished slip, which also appears on the outer surface of fragment Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 20:12) is covered with a thin red slip, while fragment Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 20:14) shows a plain surface.

b: comprised bottom-flattened base without burnish: fragment Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 20:14) is covered with a thin red slip, while fragment Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 20:13) shows a plain surface.

2. Low ring bases (Fig. 20:15-18, Fig. 21:1-10)

The second class is represented by a greater number of bases. They are characterized by the shape of the ring the object rests on, which is in fact somewhat low in this category. The paste tends to beige or pinkish-light brown, with the exception of two fragments displaying a bright redish-orange hue and a dark grey-brown. Fragment Y.84.MA.II/127 is of relatively poor quality paste, showing a high frequency of grit and mediocre crafting in the firing and texture.

a: the difference between this and the following sub-group consists in the absence of burnish (Fig. 20:15-18). One of the fragments (Fig. 20:17) shows no surface finish, while base Y.84.MA.II/127 (Fig. 20:16) is covered with a thick buff slip on the inner part, the entire surface of Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 20:15) is covered with a reddish wash.

b: consists of six fragments displaying slip and burnish (Fig. 21:1-7). Both surfaces of fragment Y.84.MA.II/127 (Fig. 21:2) are covered with a red burnished slip.

c: this sub-type is represented by only one base fragment. The variant here is the "interrupted comb" decoration incised on the flat surface (0.7 cm broad) which the object rests on (Fig. 21:3).

d: these are three quite exceptional fragments with decoration painted on the inner part of the base (at the centre) as well as on the outer parts of the base. The outer surface of piece Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 21:9) is covered with a wash, while the entire surface of Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 21:8) is covered with a delicately coloured pinkish-yellow slip. Another feature shared by these fragments is the high frequency of fine white grit. The flower motive decoration is painted a shade of purple-red in flowing lines on fragment Y.84.MA.1/340, and with a more geometrical style on Y.84.MA.1/340. The "drop" motive (purplish-buff in colour), previously seen on the two type 7d (Fig. 11:10-21) and one type 12f (Fig. 16:11) is also, returns on the outer surface of Y.84.MA.1/340 (Fig. 21:10).

3. High ring bases (Fig. 21:11-12)

The last sub-type in this series consists of high ring bases, represented by two fragments of rather poor quality. In fact, the pastes are not well purified, firing was carried out at low intensity and the texture is somewhat loose. Moreover, both bases were handmade, and neither shows any surface finish. Base fragment Y.84.MA.II/33 must have belonged to a large pot, given the inner diameter of c. 49 cm (at the bottom). Base Y.84.MA.II/372 appears to have belonged to a somewhat smaller pot. Apart from the difference in size, the latter object is also distinguished by a series of grooves on the outer surface and a particularly solid botten.

The ring base is recurrent in the South-Arabian ceramic repertory - most common type being of medium height. It appeared in all the sites we visited (also frequent at Marib al-Ajhar and Jarabat G'G Swady). However, the greatest number of matching pieces was found at Hajar Bin Huma'ay. The bases with incised and painted decoration remain, nevertheless, isolated specimens.

Piece Y.84.MA.II/33 (Fig. 21:12) shows a base height that appears quite similar to that of fragment H560 from layer B at Hajar Bin Huma'ay(19). A fairly close parallel for fragment Y.84.MA.I/372 (Fig. 21:11) comes from
V. FRAGMENTS OF DECORATED WALLS

The last class in our typological survey of Madinat al-‘Aghur pottery comprises decorated pot walls.

We have a set of wall fragments in a sufficiently good state of preservation to show the carination of the lower part of the pots. Decorated with burnished stripes or incised lines, these fragments form group V.1 of our typology.

The various types of decoration - 10 in all - are classified in our decoration typology.

1. Walls of medium to small carinated vases (Fig. 21:13-18; Fig. 22:1-5)

The mostly dark-coloured (buff-light brown, sometimes grey) clay is mixed with fine grit and straw temper at medium to low frequency, firing was carried out at medium or medium to low intensity. The pottery shows a reasonably good consistency apart from fragment Y.84.MA.1/315, which has a somewhat loose texture. All the pieces are handmade. These features combine to suggest that the fragments belonged to large bowls or pots used in the kitchen for the preparation of food.

a: the decorative motive on the carinated walls belonging to this group was performed with burnish in criss-cross lines on the buff-light brown slip covering the outer wall. This decoration covers the entire outer surface of the wall, both above and below the carination (Fig. 21:13-15).

b: the wall fragments in this group share the same features as the previous group, but with the variant of a "finger-nail" motive impressed along the carination. The closeness of the pattern varies from one fragment to the next (Fig. 21:16-18).

c: this sub-type consists of only one piece, the inner and outer surface of which is covered with red burnished slip (thicker on the inner surface; Fig. 22:3). The decoration is incised on the wall in broken vertical lines ending at a horizontal "interrupted comb" band running along the upper edge of the carination. This decoration covers the entire outer surface of the fragment.

d: the last group in this sub-group are characterized by a band of vertical comb decoration; in the case of piece Y.84.MA.1/322 (Fig. 22:1) they are incised on the plain surface, for fragment Y.84.MA.1/336 (Fig. 22:2) on red burnished slip.

e: the last group for this category consists of small, poorly crafted bowls with no evidence of decoration (Fig. 22:4-5). The texture is loose, while the surface shows neither finish nor decorative devices.

A close match for the group b walls, i.e. with "finger-nail" pattern impressed along the carination, was found among the pottery collected at Jabal al-Kharab at Sayyid (Y.85.KG5/46; Fig. 27:7). Fragment Y.86.KG5/44 also resembles this category, although it lacks the "finger-nail" pattern (Fig. 27:8). The vertical bands of "combing" decoration on group d walls is matched by two specimens from Rabab [42] and pottery found at Subur (north of Aden) [43].

2. Decoration in relief (Fig. 22:7-9)

The second category consists of pottery fragments with applied decoration.

Fragment Y.84.MA.111/282 (Fig. 22:7), probably belonging to a dolium or large jar, is decorated with large, vertical, parallel fillets, semicircular in cross section. Piece Y.84.MA.111/251 (Fig. 22:6) comes close to it morphologically, but here the convex parts (clear in cross section) were formed by cutting grooves into the outer surface of the wall.

Fragment Y.84.MA.111/252 (Fig. 22:9) bears applied decoration, here a fine, angular fillet following the horizontal curve of the wall.

The object labelled Y.84.MA.1/315 (incense-burner?) is decorated with small protuberances (one surviving) applied at regular intervals along the edge of the rim (Fig. 22:9). Observation in cross section reveals a shallow horizontal groove running immediately below the protuberances. Two further parallel grooves run close together along the lower edge of the fragment.

[42] Pazzesi, 1985, p. 31, R.82.15, 19, figs. 5, 8, 8k.
[43] Lancaster-Nerding, 1964, p. 21, table VII, nos. 41, 49-50; table X, nos. 48; Dac, 1960-81, fig. 2, 85.
Another applied motive appears on bowl Y.84.MA.1/94 (Fig. 13:22), which we classified under type 10A. The decoration consists of a fillet, triangular in cross section, applied horizontally and subsequently incised to create a row of small elements.

3. Impressed decoration (Fig. 22:1-2; Fig. 23:1-2)

The following motives can be seen impressed: a: "chain" decoration (Fig. 22:10); b: "rope" decoration (Fig. 22:11); c: "losange" decoration (Fig. 22:12); d: punctured decoration, in oblique rows of three holes (Fig. 23:1); e: "chain" decoration, which is framed above and below by a row of "finger-nail" motives (Fig. 23:12); f: the "finger-nail" decoration, which is undoubtedly the most common of the impressed motives, has already been seen in various ceramic categories: the type 1a dialla, the four deep bowls in group 10b, a type 12b bowl and the class Y.b carinated walls.

4. Incised decoration (Fig. 23:1-5; Fig. 24:1-3)

Incised decoration invariably shows very simple geometrical stylistic elements.

The most common motive is the wavy line, appearing in various forms: with one wave, or a number of waves in the combed motive seen on many type 10a bowls, the small ollas in groups 6b and 7b and the bowls in groups 11c, 12a and 12b. "Combed" incisions, i.e. bands of parallel lines, may be straight (Fig. 23:3-4), fragment Y.84.MA.1/308 couples both wavy and straight line motives (Fig. 23:7). Piece Y.84.MA.1/412 displays bands of oblique lines running below bands of horizontal lines (Fig. 23:5).

The "fragmented" or "interrupted comb" motive is the second most common. Many examples occur in types 7c, 12a, 12b and 10a. Group 10a also includes a bowl combining the "fragmented comb" motive with wavy line decoration (Fig. 13:17). The motive also occurs on the small wall fragment Y.84.MA.1/407 (Fig. 23:6).

The incised criss-cross line motive also occurs quite frequently (Fig. 23:9-13); piece Y.84.MA.1/311 (Fig. 23:14) shows a horizontal line along the length of which parallel oblique lines are incised at regular intervals.

An incised motive already seen on the carinated walls (class V.i.d) is the band of vertical combed decoration, which also appears on wall fragment Y.84.MA.1/151 (Fig. 23:15).
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Isolated motives occur on two pottery fragments (Fig. 24:1-2): the first shows three wavy lines along the sides of the handle and a stylised tree below, while the bowl rim of the second fragment is decorated with a "chevron" motive unique among the pottery collected at Madinat al-‘Ughur. Of all the pottery found on this site, incised zig-zag decoration only appears on one jar fragment (Fig. 24:3).

5. Applied-impressed decoration (Fig. 24:4-6)

We now come to consider the combination of two of the decorative techniques previously described: application and impression. The projecting surface (applied) on these three wall fragments bears impressed decoration.

6. Applied-impressed-incised decoration (Fig. 24:7-8)

In this class decoration of the walls is created with the first three techniques described: application, impression and incision. As in the previous class, Y.84.MA.1/151 (Fig. 24:7) shows impressions on the applied element and criss-cross line incision. In the case of Y.84.MA.1/192 (Fig. 24:8) the decoration in relief is impressed with "finger-nail" motives, while the incised part appears to be an inscription.

7. Painted decoration

Paint is also frequently used to decorate this pottery. Essentially there are three recurrent motives: the "drop" motive seen on types 7d and 12f ollas, the base labelled Y.84.MA.1/382 (Fig. 21:10) and on wall Y.84.MA.1/192 (Fig. 24:9); the wavy line motive, painted on the group 12f fragment only; and the flower motive on the class III.2.b bases.

8. Applied-painted decoration (Fig. 24:9)

The eighth sub-group consists of one single fragment, Y.84.MA.1/192 (Fig. 24:9), the painted decoration is combined with applied decoration.

9. Impressed-incised decoration (Fig. 24:10)

In this category decoration is created with two coupled techniques: impression and incision. Piece Y.84.MA.1/393 (Fig. 24:10) shows impressed "chain" decoration coupled with incised wavy line decoration.
10. Incised-painted decoration (Fig. 11:21)

The type 7d olla is decorated with the "comb" motive incised with close wavy lines and the painted 'drop' motive.

11. Burnished decoration

Burnish is occasionally also used decoratively, as in the case of the carinated walls (class V.1.a.), where the wavy lines cross to form lozenges. The same motive appears on the large bowl labelled Y.84.MA.III/271 (Fig. 24:11), surmounted by a band of horizontal burnishing. In one case the burnish appears in vertical zig-zag form, as seen previously on the type 4e jar (Fig. 9:2).

Of all the various types of decoration recurring on Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr pottery, the incised wavy line motive - including 'combed' decoration - is the most common. It often appears on the small and medium ollas (types 6b and 7b) and the bowls (10a, 11c, 12b, and 14c). The wavy line motive can be seen on Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy’s pottery from almost all the layers (an exception is layer 0), and in relatively high proportions in layer M and the layers between C, and A (44). The straight horizontal line motive is rare at Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr but predominant at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy, where it is found in all layers, especially the earliest. The graph of incised decoration at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy (45) shows, in fact, that this decoration appears in all layers, but in distinctly higher proportions in layers S and R. Excavation carried out by van Beek showed that the "comb" motive recurs in layers N and M, but above all in A (46). The motive appearing frequently on our pottery and described as "fragmented comb" decoration is unknown at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy. We can see the same technique used on Sultān (47) pottery, although the "fragmented comb" motive in vertical bands is distinctly different from the type found at Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr.

Ḫarabat al-ʿĀghūr yielded a great many parallels - some of which have already been seen in the descriptions of individual types - for decoration

incised in single wavy lines (Y.85.KAHili/173-174, 177-178, 180) and in the "comb" motive (Y.85.KAHili/175-176, 161).

The "chevron" (or herring bone) decoration which appeared on only one piece from Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr (Fig. 24:2) was found in layers B-A during excavation at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy, with the highest frequency in layer C (C, and C). This motive also recurs on some pottery fragments from the surface collection carried out by the American Mission at Ḥāḡar al-Qiblih (North Yemen) (48).

Pottery of the "finger-nail" type found on our site is rare at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy, where it is represented by three pieces, two from layer K and one from F,. Further but fewer matching pieces were found at Ḫarabat al-ʿĀghūr (Y.85.KAHili/11, 19-19, 194) (pl. 32).

The "chain" motive, few examples of which appeared at Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr, is to be found in layers C-A at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy, and in isolated cases at levels Q, N and L. Three matching pieces come from the collection made at Ḫarabat al-ʿĀghūr (Y.85.KAHili/12, 106-107).

The excavation carried out by van Beek revealed painted pottery in all the layers from S to C, with the exception of F., the highest concentration appearing in N (49).

Criss-Cross burnish decoration can be seen on two fragments from layers C and A at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy (50).

CONCLUSIONS

Typological study of Madīnat al-ʿĀghūr pottery reveals analogies mainly with production in the Al-Ḥadīthah and Ṭanāṯr regions (in areas where the Italian Archaeological Mission has carried out surveys) as well as material from excavation at Ḥāḡar Bin ʿUmāy (Qataban), published by G.W. van Beek. It has proved both necessary and useful to seek analogies with the pottery from this site, since van Beek's typological reconstruction is as yet the only one to give us a chronological sequence of ceramic typologies based on

(44) van Beek, 1969, p. 106, fig. 28.
(45) See note 44.
(46) van Beek, 1969, p. 97.
(47) Doh, 1990-91, fig. 2, C1 and C2; fig. 3, H1.

(49) In the case of painted pottery, as shown in the graphic section of S. Macdonald's contribution (1985, fig. 6: 14-17), the decorative motive suggests this is common Islamic pottery.
(50) van Beek, 1969, p. 98.
Stratigraphic excavation. The appreciable number of parallels between pottery found at certain levels of the Haçar Bin ʿUmayr excavation and the Madinat al-ʿUghur pottery will help us to define the chronological picture of our site. The results so far obtained along these lines have, in fact, been confirmed by epigraphic data. Clearly, the results set out in this study are merely preliminary, since they require the evidence of further archaeological investigation or excavation at Madinat al-ʿUghur itself.

The close analogies observed between Madinat al-ʿUghur pottery production and products from Baynun, Shiḥal ʿUmar, Al-Ḥujmaḥ, Ḥammat Kīlah, Ḥarībaṭ al-ʾAṭib, Ḥarībaṭ Ṭīṣ, Ṣayd, Ḥammat ʾAblāḥ, Kābān and Zirāqah—wit affinities both in the morphological features and the manufacture technology—point to the existence of a unified, homogeneous cultural tradition in this area of the Yemen plateau.

Turning to the analogies found with Haçar Bin ʿUmayr pottery and dealt with in the Pasargadean description of the typological classes, we observe that close parallels with our Madinat al-ʿUghur pottery come mainly from the pottery in layer C-P of the Qataʾbān excavation, although some morphological analogies also appear in the layers above and below these levels.

On the basis of these parallels we should place Madinat al-ʿUghur pottery production in a chronological span extending from the middle of the 4th century to the end of the 2nd B.C., which also embraces the centre's most flourishing period. There is, moreover, evidence of uninterrupted settlement up to the early centuries of the Christian era, and it is probable that human occupation lasted into the Islam period.

As pointed out above, epigraphic evidence supports the results obtained from analysis of the archaeological data. Palaeographic examination places the two inscriptions found during the 1981 survey of the site between the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C.

Madinat al-ʿUghur must have taken on a key role in this period, since it stood at a point of great strategic importance. To the east it was directly linked with the large towns looking out over the Ṣayḥat desert, in particular Marīb and Qataʾbān. In fact, Madinat al-ʿUghur stood on the middle altitude road that led to Marīb, exploiting the rich hydrological system along the Wādī Ṣayd (as far as Ṣayd Ẓaydān), and through the Wādī al-ʿAṣ, the Wādī Beṣṭ, Wādī Ẓayd, and finally the Wādī Ṣabab. Moreover, the town was also linked with the Bamaʾr area (to the south-east, along the Wādī Ṣawī Baddī) and, by means of the old road that ran parallel (to the east) to the road now connecting the capital with Bamaʾr (running north-south), with Ṣanʿāʾ.

The excavation of a hypogeum tomb (KAH1, T2) in the Karahā area (c. 10 km east of Bamaʾr) in 1986 enabled the remaining remains of Ḥarībaṭ al-ʿUghur (KAH1), Qū Ṣawī (KAH8) and Al-Ḥaqalāt (KAH6). These three centres were connected by a paved road, traces of which can still be followed for a number of kilometres (the road starts from the town gate opening on the east side of Ḥarībaṭ al-ʿUghur).

These three were probably also connected with the neighbouring towns of Baynun, Ḥammat Kīlah and Al-Ḥujmaḥ and, further north, Madinat al-ʿUghur itself, which, as we have seen, shared the same material culture.

(51) Moreover, there is no comprehensive, organic study of pre-Islamic South Arabian pottery apart from brief contributions by: C. Rathjens, H. von Wissmann, 1902, pp. 70-87, figs. 31-37 (on Ṣawī pottery); C. Theobald, 1904, pp. 155-157, table 8, pls. 138-150; C. Rathjens, 1905, pp. 176-190, tables 3-4, pls. 151-184; H. von Wissmann, 1906, figs. 3-10, pls. 191-195; A. de Maigreet, 1986, pp. 16-17, figs. 18-20.

(52) This pottery shares features with Ṣawī pottery; cf. Rathjens, H. von Wissmann, 1902, pp. 78-87.

(53) The type 14 bowl, type 6a, 6b jars, similar 6a ollas, group 9 jars; the most frequent matches are found with the type 11, 12, 16-17 bowls in our collection; cross-crust burin decoration found in layers C and A.

(54) A match for the type 9a bowl appeared in layer A at Ḥarībaṭ al-ʿUmayr; a group 11b bowl shares features with two bowls from layer 8; one of the high ring bases is again matched by specimens from layer A at Ḥarībaṭ Bin ʿUmayr. A doll's in our collection comes close to a similar piece from layer 2; some pieces from our group 11b match bowls from level C of von Beek's stratigraphy.


(56) Cf. S. Moratti, 1985, p. 3.

(57) de Maigreet, 1984, p. 280: the Italian Archeological Mission had been acquainted with this area since 1985, subsequent to excavation of another hypogeum tomb (KAH1, T1) cf. A. de Maigreet, 1985, p. 351. The many coins found in this tomb—silver—also includes pieces bearing the name 'Adan Bayyi, the monogram of Yasa ʿīya, the symbol ʿI, and at times Ṣawī is also written; these features point to dating of the latest tomb burials in the 1st-2nd centuries A.D.

(58) Various opinions have been expressed about the geographic boundary of Qaṭāʾbān: while H. von Wissmann (1904, p. 529) and Th. Hobbs (1982, pp. 98-99) include the
References


entire Qemær plain in the Himyarite confederation, A. F. L. Beeston includes attribute this region to the Hadramitic cultural area (1975), p. 6).
Fig. 1
Map of the Al-Qaṣr region showing distribution of Hiyarite period sites.

Fig. 2
Map of Madīnat al-Ūdār (MAQAS, 84-8-14; V. Labianca, V. Jerardi).
Fig. 4
Cross section of Medinat al-Adhar. Drawing by Peter Lehmann, D. Fisher, B. Kowalewski.

Fig. 6
Medinat al-Adhar; fragment of figured relief with inscription (drawing by Patricia Smith).
1) Collar (T.84.MA.11/2). Paste: brown/reddish; dark grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: plain on outside; red burnished slip on inside; impressed decoration. Handmade.

2) Collar (T.84.MA.19/1). Paste: purplish; dark grey core; loose texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of grey grit of medium/large size. Surface: plain on inside; yellowish wash on outside; impressed decoration. Handmade.

3) Collar (T.84.MA.19/3). Paste: brown/reddish; dark grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Surface: slip; medium frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: brown/reddish wash on outside; plain on inside. Handmade.


9) Jar (T.84.MA.1/1). Paste: dark brown on inside; light brown/pinkish on outside; dark brown core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of black grit of medium/small size. Surface: traces of brownish burnished slip on inside. Handmade.


2) Jar (T.84.MK.1/10). Paste: light brown; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Tempar: straw; low frequency of black grit of large size. Surface: reddish burnished slip on outside, plain on inside; burnished decoration. Handmade.


Fig. 9
Madinat al-Muqur pottery. Type 4: nos. 1-6; type 5: nos. 7-13

2) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/31). Paste: brown/greyish on inside; brown/reddish on outside; grey core; medium to low texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; medium frequency of grey grit of medium size. Surface: plain on inside; traces of brownish burnished slip on outside. Wheelmade.

3) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/34). Paste: light brown; grey core; medium to low texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of grey grit of medium size. Surface: plain on inside; traces of brownish burnished slip on outside. Wheelmade.


5) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/261). Paste: orange on outside, brown on inside; grey core; medium to low texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of medium size. Surface: plain on outside; light brown slip on inside. Wheelmade.

6) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/28). Paste: brown/greyish brown core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: plain on outside; wash on inside. Wheelmade.


8) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/31). Paste: brown/greyish on inside; reddish on outside; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: plain on outside. Wheelmade.


10) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/261). Paste: brown on inside; reddish on outside; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: plain on inside; reddish wash on outside. Wheelmade.

11) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/26). Paste: light brown; dark grey core; medium to close texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of medium/large size. Surface: plain; Wheelmade.

12) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/30). Paste: brown; dark orange core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of black grit of medium size. Surface: plain on outside; traces of reddish slip on inside. Wheelmade.


15) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/201). Paste: beige/pinkish grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: plain on outside; blackish burnished slip on inside; incised decoration; handmade.

16) Olla (Y.84.NA.73/179). Paste: orange/reddish on inside; grey/reddish on outside; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; incised decoration. Wheelmade.

17) Olla (Y.84.NA.175). Paste: brown/dark grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; plain; Wheelmade.

18) Olla (Y.84.NA.164). Paste: brown/reddish on outside; light brown on inside; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of grey grit of small size. Surface: light brown wash, incised decoration. Wheelmade.

19) Olla (Y.84.NA.153). Paste: grey/pinkish on outside; dark grey on inside; transparencies on outside; dark grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; medium frequency of white grit of medium/small size. Surface: reddish wash on outside; grey burnished slip on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.

---

Fig. 10
Medinat al-Mugur pottery. Type 5: nos. 1-3; type 6: nos. 6-70
1) G104 (Y.64.44.111/252). Paste: light brown; dark gray core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: traces of reddish burnished slip on outside; brown/purpleish burnished slip on inside. Wheelmade.
2) G104 (Y.64.44.112/146). Paste: light brown/pinkish; dark gray core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: red burnished slip on inside, brown burnished slip on outside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
3) G104 (Y.64.44.111/794). Paste: brown; reddish core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: low frequency of black grit of medium size. Surface: reddish burnished slip on outside, reddish wash on inside. Wheelmade.
4) G104 (Y.64.44.111/518). Paste: orange; dark gray core; medium to close texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of white grit of medium/small size. Surface: reddish burnished slip, Wheelmade. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished wash on outside, purplish burnished slip on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
5) G104 (Y.64.44.112/197). Paste: orange; light gray core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of white grit of medium/small size. Surface: reddish burnished slip. Wheelmade.
6) G104 (Y.64.44.111/46). Paste: blue/grey/orange; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished wash on outside, purplish burnished slip on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
7) G104 (Y.64.44.112/206). Paste: light brown/pinkish; dark grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: traces of reddish burnished slip on outside, plain on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
8) G104 (Y.64.44.112/222). Paste: light brown in inside, reddish on outside; dark grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; medium frequency of black grit of medium/small size. Surface: plain; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
9) G104 (Y.64.44.111/89). Paste: blue/pinkish; dark grey core; close texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished wash on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
10) G104 (Y.64.44.111/199). Paste: reddish grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; Surface: traces of red burnished slip. Wheelmade.
11) G104 (Y.64.44.111/2/27). Paste: reddish; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Medium to low firing. Temper: straw; Surface: traces of red burnished slip. Wheelmade.
12) G104 (Y.64.44.112/469). Paste: light brown; brown core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: red burnished slip; incised decoration. Plain wheelmade.
13) G104 (Y.64.44.112/293). Paste: reddish grey core; loose texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Surface: burnished; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
14) G104 (Y.64.44.111/96). Paste: light brown; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished slip; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
15) G104 (Y.64.44.111/292). Paste: reddish; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished wash; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
16) G104 (Y.64.44.112/257). Paste: reddish; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Surface: red/burnished wash; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
17) G104 (Y.64.44.112/224). Paste: dark grey on outside, grey/reddish on inside; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; Surface: burnished; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
18) G104 (Y.64.44.112/249). Paste: light brown/pinkish; grey core; loose texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: red burnished slip; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
19) G104 (Y.64.44.112/248). Paste: light brown; greyish grey core; loose texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; Low frequency of black grit of small size. Surface: reddish burnished slip; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
21) G104 (Y.64.44.112/244). Paste: light brown/pinkish grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of white grit of medium size. Surface: burnished; red/purpleish painted decoration. Wheelmade.

Fig. 11
Mad기nt al-Ahiyar pottery. Type 7: nos. 1-21.


15. Jar (T.84.MA.12/113). Paste: orange; grey cores; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of white and black grit of medium/large size; surfaces: red burnished slip, handmade.


---

**Fig. 17**

Madinat al-`Abbār pottery. Type 8: nos. 1-7; type 9: nos. 8-26.
Surface: traces of brownish slip; burnished on outside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
Surface: burnishing on the plain surface; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
Surface: burnishing on the plain surface; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
Surface: reddish burnished slip; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
Surface: reddish burnished slip; incised decoration. Wheelmade.
Surface: reddish burnished slip on inside, burnishing on the plain surface. Wheelmade.
18 Bowl (T.94:MK.1/30). Paste grey on outside, reddish on inside; grey/pinkish cores; loose texture; medium firing. Tempar: low frequency of white grit of small size. Surface: heavy burnished red slip; incised decoration, handmade.

Fig. 15
Madīnat al-ʿAḥār pottery. Type 11: nos. 1-5; type 12: nos. 6-18.
The Site of Madbat al-Abjar

Fig. 16
108  S. Antonini  OA XVIII

109  The Site of Ma'asit al-‘Aqab
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Fig. 17

Ma‘asit al-‘Aqab pottery, type 13: nos. 1-3; type 14: nos. 4-15.
110  S. Antonini  OA XXVII

1) Bowl (T.64.M-1/370). Outer light brown; reddish; greyish core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: medium frequency of grey grit of medium size. Surface: plain on outside, heavy greenish burnished slip on inside; incised decoration. Wheelmade.


Fig. 18

Medinat al-She'gar pottery. Type 1(a): nos. 1-2; type 1(b): nos. 3-5; type 1(c): nos. 6-12.
6) Bowl (Y.84.NA.117/140). Paste: beige/pinkish; dark gray core; loose texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of gray grit of small size. Surface: red wash on outside, traces of red-burnished slip on inside. Wheeled.  
10) Bowl (Y.84.NA.117/22). Paste: beige; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of gray grit of large size. Surface: red-burnished slip on inside, unburnished on outside. Wheeled.  
12) Bowl (Y.84.NA.117/20). Paste: beige; greyish core; loose texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of gray grit of large size. Surface: plain on outside, red-burnished slip on inside. Wheeled.  

Fig. 19  
Medinat al-Â'âṣîr pottery, type 17: nos. 1-6; type 18: nos. 7-8; type 19: nos. 9-14.
1) Handle (T.01.MA.1/122); Paste: grey/pinkish grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; high frequency of grey grit of medium size. Surface: plain. Handmade.

2) Handle (T.01.MA.1/243); Paste: brown/reddish; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. TEMPER: high frequency of grey grit.

3) Handle (T.01.MA.1/122); Paste: belted/stratified; light grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; medium frequency of small size. Surface: belted/pinkish wash. Handmade.

4) Handle (T.01.MA.1/243); Paste: light brown; grey core; medium to coarse texture; medium to high firing. Temper: straw. Surface: plain. Handmade.

5) Handle (T.01.MA.1/243); Paste: light brown; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: high frequency of black and white grit of medium size. Surface: plain. Handmade.

6) Handle (T.01.MA.1/122); Paste: brown/reddish; grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: high frequency of black and white grit of medium size. Surface: plain. Handmade.


14) Base (T.01.MA.1/127); Paste: belted/pinkish brown/greyish core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; medium. Surface: pinkish wash. Handmade.

15) Base (T.01.MA.1/127); Paste: belted/pinkish brown/greyish core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw; medium. Surface: pinkish wash. Handmade.


Fig. 20
Madīnat al-Ābjur pottery. Handles: nos. 1-4; lids: nos. 7-10; bases: nos. 11-18.

2) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.7/356). Paste: red/dark grey; medium texture; medium to high firing. Temper: high frequency of white grit of small size. Surface: red slip; incised decoration; handmade.

3) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.8/759). Paste: beige/orange; light grey core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; low frequency of grey grit of small size. Surface: heavy red burnished slip; impressed decoration; handmade.

4) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.7/350). Paste: reddish on outside, beige/pinkish on inside; grey core; loose texture; medium to high firing. Temper: straw. Surface: plain; handmade.


6) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.7/289). Paste: orange; reddish core; medium texture; medium to high firing. Temper: straw; medium frequency of black and white grit of medium size. Surface: plain; ridged decoration; handmade.

7) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.7/289). Paste: beige/pinkish; grey core; medium texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw. Surface: plain; applied decoration; handmade.


12) Vase fragment (T.64.WA.11/349). Paste: reddish grey/pinkish core; medium texture; medium firing. Temper: straw; surface reddish slip; impressed decoration; handmade.

Fig. 22

Madinat al-akhir pottery: Curvated walls (nos. 1-5); wall fragments with decoration in relief (nos. 7-9) and impressed (nos. 10-11).
1) Vase fragment (Y.64.MK.7/663). Paste: beige; grey core; loose texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw. Surface: traces of red slip on inside, plain on outside; impressed decoration. Handmade.


14) Vase fragment (Y.64.MK.153/396). Paste: brown/orange; reddish core; loose texture; medium to low firing. Temper: straw. Surface: plain on inside; pinkish wash on outside; incised decoration. Handmade.


---

**Fig. 23**

Madinat al-Abîr pottery.

Wall fragments with impressed (nos. 1-7) and incised (nos. 7-14) decoration.

Fig. 24
Madinat al-Ahmar pottery,
Incised decoration (nos. 1-9); applied-impressed (nos. 10-11); applied-impressed-incised (nos. 7-8); applied-painted (no. 9); impressed-incised (no. 10); decoration burnished in vertical crossing lines (no. 11)
Fig. 25
Nas. 1-6: Beytānr pottery (Y.81.88/10.3.1.5, 5, 5, 6);
Salaūn Grič pottery (Y.83.30/3, Y.80.55/10.4, 9, 5, 1).

Fig. 26
Al-Jufra pottery (Y.81.84/11.12.14.8, 8, 5, 7, 4, 1).
Fig. 27
Nos. 1-9: pottery fragments from Barbat Qār Swajd (Y.80, K.M/11, 10, 23, 29, 30, 33-46, 44, 40);
nos. 10-14: pottery from Garbat al-Ahşar (Y.85, K.M/11, 18, 2, 78, 10).

Fig. 28
Pottery from Garbat al-Ahşar
NOTIZIE PRELIMINARI SULLE CRETULE DEL PALAZZO DI NATAKAMANI

Irene VINCENZELLI - Università della Calabria

TAVOLE XX-XXVII

Dal 1979 la missione archeologica dell’Università di Roma, diretta dal Prof. Sergio Donadoni, sta lavorando, al Gebel Barkal (Sudan), allo scavo di un grande e complesso edificio di età meriottica che, soprattutto ma non solo, in base ad una epigrafe, qui rinvenuta, viene datato al regno di Natakamani (25 a.C. - 25 d.C.)(1) (Fig. 1).

Durante le campagne 1987 e 1989 nella ripulitura degli ambienti del settore ovest è stata messa in luce una discarica di ciretule con impronte di sigillo. Si tratta di un grande ambiente rettangolare di m 6,40x2,40 con pareti intonacate, seppur rosoamente con fango, che scende per circa m 1,10 sotto il livello della pavimentazione circondata, analogamente ad altri ambienti formenti dall’interseccarsi delle mura di contenimento del grande terrazzamento su cui il palazzo era costruito.

Un riempimento di petrifico di arenaria, verosimilmente scarti di lavorazione, dato che alcuni frammenti hanno tracce di sagomatura, colava il vano. Sulla sommità del riempimento un battuto dello stesso materiale formava il pavimento di una stanza delle stesse dimensioni del sottostante vano, su questo pavimento si è abbattuta, almeno in parte, la parete nord della stanza all’epoca del crollo del palazzo.

A m 2,10 dalla parete est il riempimento sembra essere stato asportato per far posto a una serie di colate di argilla molto compatta. Questa parte del vano, compreso il muro di fondo ovest, è stata in seguito sconvolta dallo scavo di una grande fossa fatta verosimilmente all’esterno di materia per mattoni, quando il palazzo era stato ormai abbandonato. Questa fossa, mentre ha senza dubbio danneggiato il muro ovest, ha lasciato presso che integre le colate di argilla, poco interessanti per i cercatori del fango da costruzione.

Le gettate sigillavano un deposito di ciretule in più strati la cui disposizione, digradante verso ovest, sembra indicare che il materiale era stato gettato dal centro delle stanzas, proprio dove il riempimento di pie-

a. Extensive cultivation in the NE§EL A§nah (from N)
(invent. no. MAIRAY-810095, A. de Mègret).

b. General view from the first sector looking east.
In the background: modern houses built with material taken from the ruins
(invent. no. MAIRAY-840108, A. de Mègret).

a. First sector: the thick gravel floor, probably
from the late period of settlement, can be seen in cross section
(invent. no. MAIRAY-840109, A. de Mègret).

b. General view of the first sector looking west
(invent. no. MAIRAY-840109, A. de Mègret).
a. General view of the first sector looking east
   (invent. no. MA1100-8430, A. de Malgraet).

b. Dismantled stones at the southern end of the first sector;
   note the many hewn blocks
   (invent. no. MA1100-8430, A. de Malgraet).

a. Wall in original position at the southern end of the first sector
   (invent. no. MA1100-84300, A. de Malgraet).

b. Clusters between the first and third sectors;
   the remains of the plaster covering the eastern walls are still clearly visible
   (invent. no. MA1100-81908, A. de Malgraet).
a. Disarranged hewn stones at the south-east end of the third sector
   (invent. no. MAIRAY-840118, A. de Malgrat).

b. Western part of the plateau (third sector, from the west)
   (invent. no. MAIRAY-840119, A. de Malgrat).

b. Row of stones abutting on the city wall from within
   (invent. no. MAIRAY-840119, A. de Malgrat).

b. Part of the city wall in the third sector, looking south-west
   (invent. no. MAIRAY-840122, A. de Malgrat).
a. Bulwark base of gate "A" from the north
(lavent. no. MAIAY-840185, A. deMeigret).

b. Structure (b) outside the city wall, aligned with tower "A" (from the west)
(lavent. no. MAIAY-840126, A. deMeigret).

a. Wall "A" inside the city wall (in the fourth sector)
(lavent. no. MAIAY-840143, A. deMeigret).

b. Corner of structure "A" on outer side of the wall it abuts on (from the west)
(lavent. no. MAIAY-840125, A. deMeigret).
a. Cisterns (g) at the south end of the plateau, outside the city
   (invent. no. MAI3490148, A. de Maigret).

b. Remains of the isolated building (h) from the south
   (invent. no. MAI3490128, A. de Maigret).

d. Cemetery (i) to the west of the fortress (from the east).
   A number of graves are marked by small blocks of columnar basalt
   set vertically into the ground (invent. no. MAI3490129, A. de Maigret).
a. Paved surface [] outside the city wall (invent. no. MALAY-840129, A. de Maigret).

b. The paved area [] was probably used for the processing of crops (invent. no. MALAY-840145, A. de Maigret).

a. Large necropolis to the south-west of the city (invent. no. MALAY-840171, A. de Maigret).

b. Detail of the graves in the necropolis to the south-west of the ancient site (invent. no. MALAY-840187, A. de Maigret).
ANTONINI, The Site of Madinat al-Âqur

TAVOLA XVI

Several views of the alluvial Madinat al-Âqur stream or just south-west (A. de Maghel).

ANTONINI, The Site of Madinat al-Âqur

TAVOLA XVII

Pottery from Madinat al-Âqur: fragments of large jars and dolia (A. de Maghel)
Pottery from Madinat al-`Aqab: wall fragments with decoration incised in wavy lines, with the "fingernail" and "chevron" motifs, as well as cross-cross lines (A. Solazzi).
Il vano delle crestale